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Abstract 

 In erstwhile decade person identification using biometric has become an avant-garde strategy for 

authentication. In access control of any system, authentication plays a cardinal role. Authentication 

is based on something one has or something one knows or one is. Biometric is that genre of 

authentication based on something one is. A programmed method of authenticating a person by 

using his own physical or behavioral distinction is gaining importance and is known as biometric 

authentication technique.  Fingerprint is one of those physical traits of an individual which do not 

change throughout his lifetime and is the most accepted form of biometrics for person identification 

and authentication in the globe. Fingerprint authentication framework may involve various kinds of 

hardware complexities. This paper confers a major outlook on the fingerprint technology used to 

authenticate an individual based on fingerprint biometric genre. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The term biometric is universally known as the science of life measurement. Biometric 

conventionally is the study of an individual‟s physical or behavioral attributes which can be utilized 

for automated identification of an individual. To Use biometrics in person identification and 

encryption techniques is an avant-garde strategy. Since biometric need not be remembered like 

passwords it is captivating and easily adoptable concept [1]. 

Physical biometric attribute class may consists of iris [6] [15] [22], retina [14] [15], ear [5], 

Dental X-ray [12], face [2], fingerprint, finger-knuckle print [8] [16], palm print [10], vein [23], 

hand geometry [11] and Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA) [22], a few to list and examples that 

behavioral biometric traits include are gesture [3] [7] [26], gait [21], voice [17], signature [18], 

keystroke [20], Thermo gram [25], Electrocardiogram (ECG) [24] and odor [19]. 

As already stated biometric can be any physical traits of a person or an individual‟s behavioral 

distinction, the implementation of every genre of biometric is different. Designing authentication 

systems for few of the biometric may be simple, whereas most of these systems include complex 

hardware and VLSI circuitry design with software embedded into it as one of its vital components. 

Before deploying any biometric devices for authentication, it is important to know the complexities 

involved in deploying and maintaining them. Fingerprint biometric are used over many decades and 

these are the most widely accepted form of biometric identification. Fingerprint is unique for every 

individual and remains unchanged in lifetime, if not affected by any external factors. A fingerprint 

pattern consists of valleys and ridges which include minutiae points. Minutiae provide 

characteristics that are used in most of the fingerprint identification system. Fingerprint 

identification can be based on identifying minutiae, ridges or it can be based on correlation of these 

features.  
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This paper is includes following sections. Section II  briefs about related work in the area of 

design and implementation of person identification devices based on biometric modalities. Section 

III briefs about fingerprint biometric, section IV details different techniques used in fingerprint 

authentication process, section V throws light into areas of fingerprint biometric application and 

Section V provides a conclusion and future scope of the work. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

Shantanu Rane, Ye Wang ,Stark C. Draper and Prakash Ishwar [1] provided an insight into 

secure biometrics or in a layman‟s language known as protection of the generated  biometric 

template from an attacker. They also discussed about biometric signal model for processing 

biometric signals and biometric performance measures.  

Roli et.al, [27] analyzed quite a huge number of fingerprint extraction techniques based on 

minutiae extraction and classified the techniques based on gray scale image or binarized image 

type. 

Weiping Chen and Yongsheng Gao [28], explored a new fingerprint matching algorithm based 

on phase correlation which uses fingerprint minutiae sets. They also defined minutiae 

representations know as Minutiae Direction Map. They determined similarity of two fingerprints by 

the distance between two minutiae sets. Their approach greatly reduced the need for storage space 

and performed effectively in matching fingerprint minutiae sets.  

Shancymol Sojan, et.al, [29], explored the possibility of using minutiae and orientation 

characteristics from different fingerprints to generate an unique mixed unimodal fingerprint 

template which offered security possible by multimodal biometrics  combining only fingerprint 

features. The mixed template generated serves as virtual identity and is cancellable. They tested the 

templates using both correlation based and minutiae based methods. Simulation results showed 

reduction in error rate, FAR was equal to 0.08% and FRR was equal to 0.1%.  

 

Zahoor Ahmad Jhat et.al., [30], proposed the use of fingerprint texture analysis for personal 

verification and discrimination using the spatial grey level dependence method. Their experimental 

results showed that fingerprint texture characteristics can be used reasonably for personal 

verification and discrimination. 

Aniruddha Garge et.al.,[31], classified fingerprint features into different levels. They compared 

variable traditional Gabor filter (TGF) and modified Gabor filter (MGF) in terms of performance, 

particularly for average and poor quality fingerprint images. Their experiment simulation results 

indicated that, as the quality of fingerprint image degrades, MGF performs better than TGF in terms 

of reducing spurious minutiae. 

Roli Bansal et.al.,[32], proposed a matching algorithm based on cross-correlation computation. 

Here Correlation used gray level information of the fingerprint, taking into account all dimensional 

attributes. A coarse alignment step was performed aprior and alignment was based on fingerprint 

orientation field cross-correlation. To find relevant information fingerprint region selection was 

performed. It was based on overlapping and the coherences of orientation of both fingerprints for 

low resolution fingerprints and was based on standard deviation of wavelet coefficients for high 

resolution fingerprints.  

Deepak Kumar Karna et.al.,[33], put forth a fingerprint matching technique to minimize error 

rate and reduce computational effort using normalized cross-correlation procedure. Using 

fingerprint minutiae matching process only 3% of Equal Error Rate was obtained. Whereas from 

this defined method for all types of fingerprints in combined form approximately 2% of Equal Error 

Rate is obtained. 

Souvik Kundu et.al.,[34], proposed a novel correlation method based on the sum of hamming 

distance between the intruding fingerprint image and reference fingerprint image template present 
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in database. Their approach involved less preprocessing steps and bit level computing operations. 

Hence this method is faster than any other conventional correlation based matching methods. To 

show this methods effectiveness, they have also compared the existing methods available in the 

literature with their results. 

III. FINGERPRINT BIOMETRIC  

Finger print as already stated is the globally accepted form of physical biometric for 

identification systems. Fingerprint mainly consists of ridges, which is a single curved segment. 

Region between two adjacent ridges is a valley. The ridge endings and bifurcations which are 

discontinuous is called minutiae point. 

Fingerprint image has micro as well as macro features embedded in it. Macro features include 

ridges and valleys and micro features include minutiae and pores. Minutiae points also called as 

„Galton details‟, got their name from the person Galton, who observed them and their permanence 

and structure first. The most commonly used minutiae are ridge ending and ridge bifurcation [27].  

The general implementation of any genre of biometric comprise the two stages, Enrollment stage 

and Verification stage [26], it applies well even for fingerprint biometric identification systems. Next 

section details the fingerprint biometric identification techniques. 

 

IV. FINGERPRINT BIOMETRIC TECHNIQUES  

As already stated Biometric is broadly classified into two genres with many types falling under 

each category. A third genre of biometric can be formed by amalgamation of physical and 

behavioral biometric and it is avowed as Hybrid Biometric [13] [15].  

Fingerprint technology has gained huge popularity and acceptance throughout the globe [4] [16]. 

Different types of Fingerprint matching techniques are Minutiae based technique, Ridge Feature 

based technique, Correlation based technique and Image based technique [27].  

Fingerprint matching threshold is set in order to distinguish imposter and genuine fingerprints. 

FAR and FRR are the globally accepted performance metrics for any biometric based identification 

system. Precision, recall, F-measure are few of the statistical parameters which indicate accuracy of 

a test [29]. This section describes fingerprint biometrics techniques employed in diverse spheres. 

  

A. Minutiae Based Technique 

In minutiae based technique, minutiae form the vital points of study and identification. Minutiae 

points of the query and test fingerprint can be extracted by a minutiae filter using cross numbering 

method and store the bifurcation and termination points [29]. 

By matching the two minutiae sets similarity or dissimilarity score between the sets are obtained. 

Nevertheless, to search for best correspondence between these minutiae sets, is a sophisticated 

process and involves time complexities [28]. 

 During minutiae detection and extraction process the hassles related to false minutiae or lost 

minutiae always occurs. Hence False Rejection Rate (FRR) and False Acceptance Rate (FAR) will 

be higher. 

 

B. Ridge Feature Based Technique 

In Ridge feature based technique, ridges form the vital points of study and person identification. 

Ridges or ridge endings are extracted and compared with the prestored template in the database of 

identification system. If the input fingerprint ridge features match with that of database template 

then, that person is granted access to the system otherwise his access to system is denied. This is the 

most widely used method in finger print identification system, since ridge endings can be extracted 

easily using 500 dpi sensor which cost less and are available in abundance [31]. 
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C. Correlation Based Techniques 

In Correlation based technique, computing correlation coefficient between fingerprint traits form 

the vital aspect for identification and authentication. These techniques consider both the 

microscopic and macroscopic characteristics of the fingerprint image. 

Correlation coefficient can be used to compute the degree of similarity between different traits of 

finger template i.e. Fingerprint Matching Algorithm may use Phase Correlation [28], Fingerprint 

Orientation [29], Local Fourier Mellin Descriptor (FMD) [32] or sum of hamming distance between 

the reference fingerprint and the intruding fingerprint [34]. 

In few forms of correlation, to provide enough image resolution, correlation makes use of gray 

level fingerprint image information and takes into account all dimensional attributes. The first most 

important aspect to be considered in employing this technique is selection of Region of interest of 

the fingerprint image used for correlation and the degree of rotation and translation involved 

between the fingerprint images which accounts for the displacement and rotation computation [32]. 

Orientation of fingerprint can be calculated using gradient based method also as referred earlier 

[29]. 

Correlation-based matching techniques have a moderate preprocessing effort and are a futuristic 

approach for a touch-less fingerprint sensor which provides high quality and high resolution 

fingerprint image for authentication [32]. 

In the fingerprint matching technique using sum of hamming distance between the reference 

fingerprint in database and intruding fingerprint bit level computing operations are involved with 

less preprocessing complexity. Calculation of hamming distance is based on bitwise XOR operation 

and quite simple than other distance calculation methods. Hence is comparatively faster than any 

other conventional correlation based matching [34] 

 

D. Image Based Technique 

It is newly emerging and advanced process wherein whole fingerprint image or its global 

characteristics form the vital part of study and identification [27]. It can be non-minutiae based 

matching method where parameters like statistical fingerprint texture is matched so as to solve 

many complex issues related to other methods [30]. 

 

V. APPLICATION AREAS OF FINGERPRINT BIOMETRIC 

This section provides important insights into application areas of biometric genre 

 The Finger print technology is increasingly used in m-governance and in many countries 

while issuing personal identification cards for its citizens. 

 Finger print biometric is used in attendance systems as employee identification device, to 

mark employee login and logout time. 

 It is commonly employed in commercial identification devices. 

 Fingerprint based reversible watermarking for   protection of medical image and data 

provides reliable solution from illegal issues. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

The study of biometric is expected to have immense competence in near future. Biometric, an 

innovative conceptualization has its application in diverse areas of technology and in circadian life.  

This paper is a modest attempt to provide an understanding of various fingerprint biometric 

authentication contrivances designed, available and employed.  

Presently bountiful researchers are employed in this space of biometric to delve into the 

uncharted and adopt them for the interest of human race. Also it can be profitable to researchers 

interested in the field of finger print biometric and its areas of application.  
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Fingerprint matching techniques can be optimized to some extent if fingerprint matching is done 

on compressed image so that the database required to store the fingerprint template is reduced and 

the computational time reduces in turn reducing the computational complexity. This can be a 

futuristic challenge to process the compressed fingerprint images. 
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